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Abstract
The study of the production of co-speech gestures (CSGs), i.e., meaningful hand movements that often accompany speech
during everyday discourse, provides an important opportunity to investigate the integration of language, action, and
memory because of the semantic overlap between gesture movements and speech content. Behavioral studies of CSGs and
speech suggest that they have a common base in memory and predict that overt production of both speech and CSGs
would be preceded by neural activity related to memory processes. However, to date the neural correlates and timing of
CSG production are still largely unknown. In the current study, we addressed these questions with magnetoencephalography and a semantic association paradigm in which participants overtly produced speech or gesture responses that were
either meaningfully related to a stimulus or not. Using spectral and beamforming analyses to investigate the neural activity
preceding the responses, we found a desynchronization in the beta band (15–25 Hz), which originated 900 ms prior to the
onset of speech and was localized to motor and somatosensory regions in the cortex and cerebellum, as well as right
inferior frontal gyrus. Beta desynchronization is often seen as an indicator of motor processing and thus reflects motor
activity related to the hand movements that gestures add to speech. Furthermore, our results show oscillations in the high
gamma band (50–90 Hz), which originated 400 ms prior to speech onset and were localized to the left medial temporal
lobe. High gamma oscillations have previously been found to be involved in memory processes and we thus interpret them
to be related to contextual association of semantic information in memory. The results of our study show that high gamma
oscillations in medial temporal cortex play an important role in the binding of information in human memory during speech
and CSG production.
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and CSGs engage different memory representations, this interaction should be reflected in coordinated neural activity relating to
semantic processes of verbal-linguistic (for speech) and visuospatial (for CSGs) content. However, to date the neural correlates
of the memory and motor planning processes underlying the
production of CSGs are largely unknown. We address this issue in
this study, using magnetoencephalography (MEG) to measure
neural activity prior to overt production of speech and CSGs in a
semantic association task. MEG is optimal for delineating timingdependent neural correlates, as it combines high temporal
resolution, allowing for the investigation of the neural activity
preceding the onset of speech and CSGs, with the ability to
spatially localize functional activity in the brain.
MEG has been used previously to investigate the neural
correlates of human memory. Studies investigating long-term
memory have found neural activity in medial temporal, frontal,
and posterior parietal regions for episodic or recognition memory
[5–8], and semantic association memory [9–11]. It has been
suggested that memory encoding, maintenance, and retrieval are
the result of an interaction between fast rhythms in local neural
populations, which form functionally distinct areas, and slow
rhythms, which integrate neural activity across brain regions [12–

Introduction
Humans routinely produce communicative hand gestures in
conjunction with spoken language, i.e., co-speech gestures (CSGs).
In half of all CSGs, the hand movements express the spoken
language’s verbal meaning in visuo-spatial form, e.g., when the
utterance ‘‘and then the airplane took off like this’’ is accompanied
by the speaker’s flat hand moving forward and upwards [1], [2].
This semantic combination of speech and hand movements makes
CSGs a unique phenomenon for the study of the relationship
between language, action, and memory in the human brain.
The extensive overlap of the meaning of a hand gesture with the
semantic content of concurrent speech suggests that CSGs
combine different aspects of memory into a single multimodal
expression. During the production of CSG memory processes
relating to action, visuo-spatial cognition, and language are
combined into a meaningful whole, in which the meaning of
speech content and gesture movements support each other. The
semantic integration of speech and CSGs has led researchers to
hypothesize that speech and CSGs might share a common base in
memory [2–4], and thus mainly interact during early, memoryrelated stages of speech/gesture production. Given that speech
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For each response, speech onset was detected with a microphone that was mounted in the magnetically shielded room and
connected to a computer outside of the magnetically shielded
room, which ran Presentation software (Neurobehavioral Systems,
Inc.). Due to technical reasons, the onsets of the gesture hand
movements were not recorded and responses requiring hand
movements without speech are thus excluded from the analysis.
Special care was taken to ensure that participants understood that
their gestures could cause head movements and they were thus
explicitly instructed to only move their right lower arm and hand,
and gesture with small, short, and smooth movements. Prior to the
experiment, participants practiced the task for approximately
10 minutes, using stimuli different from those used in the
experiment.
In the meaningful conditions, each noun was presented once
per response type, i.e., each noun was seen three times by each
participant. A control for standard psycholinguistic variables, such
as age of acquisition, frequency, length, or neighborhood size was
not employed because any potential impact would affect each
response type equally. Stimuli were presented in blocks of 10 items
in randomized order, resulting in nine blocks per condition. Each
block started with the presentation of an instruction, such as
‘Produce words’ or ‘Produce words and gesture’ for 3 sec. In each
meaningful trial, the stimulus was presented for 1 sec followed by a
fixation cross for 5 sec. In each control trial, the stimulus was
presented for 1 sec followed by a fixation cross for 3 sec (see
Fig. 1). The order of conditions was randomized within blocks of
meaningful and control trials, and the order of blocks of
meaningful and control trials was counterbalanced across individuals.

17]. As speech and CSGs engage different memory representations (verbal-linguistic for speech and visuo-spatial for gesture
movements), it is reasonable to predict that neural activity at
higher frequencies would relate to functionally distinct memory
processes preceding the overt production of speech or CSGs,
whereas neural activity in lower frequencies would be indicative of
integrative processes related to both speech and CSGs. Research
on speech production suggests that these memory processes would
involve temporal regions in the left hemisphere responsible for
semantic association and that these memory systems are distinct
from procedural systems responsible for the production of action
sequences [18–20]. Previous studies using MEG to investigate
language production found that activity in prefrontal cortex at
frequencies between 15 and 35 Hz is involved in language
production [21], [22]. In addition, electrocorticography studies
found that language processes engage high gamma band activity
(50–200 Hz) in temporal regions [23], [24].
The goal of this study was to use MEG to examine the timefrequency spectrum for differences and commonalities in the
neural correlates of memory processes, which are related to the
retrieval and contextualization of semantic content at the early
stages of speech and CSG. Based on previous studies [7], [25], we
hypothesized that we would find oscillations in the gamma band in
sensory and higher association areas that correlate with retrieval
and processing of verbal-linguistic and visuo-spatial content for
speech or CSG. We further hypothesized that we would find
oscillations in the theta band, which are associated with the largescale integration of information across brain regions during both
speech and CSG. In addition to memory-related oscillatory
changes, we also expected to find evidence in the beta band of the
motor and somatosensory cortex relating to the increased
demands of planning and executing hand movements that have
to be added to speech during CSG production [26].

MEG Data Acquisition and Preprocessing
Prior to MEG recordings, marker coil positions and head shape
were measured with a pen digitizer (Polhemus Fastrack,
Colchester, VT). MEG recordings were obtained from participants in a supine position in a magnetically shielded room
(Fujihara Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) using the KIT-Macquarie
MEG160 (Model PQ1160R-N2, KIT, Kanazawa, Japan). Data
were recorded using 160 coaxial first-order gradiometers with a 50
mm baseline [27], [28]. MEG data were acquired with a sampling
rate of 1000 Hz and a bandpass filter of 0.03–200 Hz. All
subsequent offline data processing was performed with Statistical
Parametric Mapping software for M/EEG (SPM 8; http://www.
fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). Data were downsampled to 250 Hz prior to

Methods
Participants
16 right-handed, healthy participants (mean age = 29 years;
range = 22–37 years; 9 females), with normal or corrected to
normal vision, took part in the experiment. All participants
acquired English as a primary language before the age of four
years and received 12 or more years of formal education. The
human research ethics committee of Macquarie University
approved this study and written consent was obtained from all
participants.

Stimulus Set and Experimental Design
The stimulus set contained 90 nouns, which referred to
common objects that can be manipulated by hand, as well as
the nonsensical character string ‘‘#%$&@’’ as a control stimulus.
The association task required the participants to overtly respond to
a visually presented stimulus. Stimuli and responses differed along
two dimensions. First, we manipulated whether the stimulus had a
meaning by presenting either a noun (meaningful) or the control
stimulus (meaningless). Second, we instructed the participants to
respond through speech, gesture, or the combination of speech
and gesture (CSG). For the semantically related, meaningful
stimuli, participants were asked to either produce a verb or a hand
gesture that was associated with the presented noun or both in
conjunction. For the semantically unrelated control stimuli,
participants were asked to either overtly produce the nonsense
syllable/ga/, a pinching gesture without specific meaning, or both
the nonsense syllable and the pinching gesture in conjunction.
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Figure 1. Task. After an instruction, participants are presented with a
number of meaningful or control stimuli and produce either a
meaningful response or a predefined response to each stimulus. In
addition, responses are either unimodal (speech) or bimodal (speech
and gesture, i.e., co-speech gesture).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111473.g001
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were significantly faster to produce verbs in the speech condition
(mean latency = 1396 ms, SD = 207 ms) than in the CSG
condition (mean latency = 1634 ms, SD = 319 ms); t(14) = 6.668,
p,0.001. This difference is interesting but does not affect analysis
of the MEG data because it is related to neural activity preceding
the speech onset and should therefore not be confounded by
differences in production speed. Participants were also faster in
producing verbal responses in the control trials but there was no
significant difference between the control speech condition (mean
latency = 857 ms, SD = 434 ms) and the control CSG condition
(mean latency = 941 ms, SD = 406 ms); t(14) = 1.331, p = 0.205.

analysis. To eliminate low frequency and electrical noise, a
bandpass filter with cut-off of 0.1 and 100 Hz and a stop band
filter ranging from 49 to 51 Hz were applied. Data were epoched
from 22100 to 1600 ms relative to the speech onset. Artifacts due
to blinks, jaw or eye-movements, were removed for each trial using
visual artifact rejection implemented in SPM8 [29].

Time-Frequency Analysis
Time-frequency analysis was conducted on the signal averaged
over all channels in the frequency range between 0.1 and 100 Hz.
Power was analyzed in 0.5 Hz steps using Morlet wavelets with a
seven-cycle width [30]. Epochs were averaged within conditions
and the resulting average epoch was cropped from 22000 to
1500 ms to remove edge effects. The resulting spectra were then
rescaled to a baseline time-window which we defined as the epoch
from 22000 to 21500 ms. To assess statistically significant
differences in the spectral profiles, the individual spectrograms
were converted to statistical parametric images and entered into a
262 random effects analysis of variance with the factors response
(unimodal speech and bimodal CSG) and condition (meaningful
and control). To correct for multiple comparisons, a family-wise
error (FWE) correction using Gaussian random field theory
method was employed [31] and resulting statistical parametric
maps were thresholded at p,0.05. Additional t-tests that were
conducted to investigate the differences between conditions of
interest were also thresholded at p,0.05.

Time-Frequency Analysis
ANOVA of the time frequency plots showed a significant main
effect of response in the beta band (15–25 Hz) between
approximately 2750 ms and 950 ms relative to speech onset
(F(1,56) = 21.6, p,0.05 FWE), revealing a stronger beta eventrelated desynchronization in bimodal CSG responses than in
unimodal speech responses (t(56) = 4.42, p,0.05 FWE). In
addition, the results of the ANOVA show a significant main effect
of condition in the gamma band (45–100 Hz) between approximately 2425 ms and 100 ms relative to speech onset (F(1,56)
= 21.6, p,0.05 FWE), displaying stronger high gamma oscillations during responses to meaningful nouns than the control string
(t(56) = 4.42, p,0.05 FWE). Even though we found no significant
interaction between response and condition, visual inspection of
the time frequency plots suggests earlier, stronger, and more
sustained high gamma oscillations in the speech than in the CSG
condition (see Fig. 2 & 3).

Beamformer Source Localization
To localize the spatial origin of the neural signals found in the
time-frequency analysis, two separate beamformer analyses were
conducted. For the first analysis a time window ranging from 200
to 600 ms relative to speech onset in the beta frequency band (15–
25 Hz) was chosen because it reflected statistical significant
differences between CSG and speech responses in the timefrequency analysis. For the second analysis, a time window from 2
100 to 100 ms relative to speech onset in the gamma frequency
band (50–90 Hz) was selected because of its statistical significance
for meaningful as compared to meaningless trials in the timefrequency analysis. For both analyses, a linearly constrained
minimum variance (LCMV) beamforming algorithm implemented
in SPM8 with a 5 mm grid size and 1% regularization was used.
This method imposes eigenvalues of the covariance matrix as
linear constraints on the minimization of the weights of a spatial
filter [32]. For both analyses, the individual results were separately
entered into a random effects 262 ANOVA with the same factors
as in the time-frequency analysis, i.e., response (unimodal speech
and bimodal CSG) and condition (meaningful and control). For
the source maps returned for each time-frequency window, Fcontrasts and t-contrasts for each of the four experimental
conditions were calculated. Finally, to correct for multiple
comparisons, a family-wise error correction was applied and
statistical maps were thresholded at p,0.0001. For technical
reasons, one dataset was excluded from the beamformer analysis.

Beamformer Analysis
Beamformer analysis was conducted on two statistically
significant time-frequency windows: one in the beta band
differentiating between speech and CSG responses (15–25 Hz,
200 to 600 ms) and one in the high gamma band distinguishing
between meaningful and control trials (50–90 Hz, 2100 to
100 ms). A 262 ANOVA of the beta band time-frequency
window shows a main effect of response localized to bilateral
primary somatosensory and motor cortices, and a main effect of
condition localized to bilateral cerebellum (both F(1,52) = 23.5,
p,0.05 FWE; see Fig. 4). The activity in somatosensory and
motor cortices is related to the CSG response as compared to
speech (t(52) = 4.61, p,0.05 FWE). In addition, t-tests comparing
meaningful and control conditions show that activity in the
cerebellum is related to the control conditions and activity in right
inferior frontal gyrus is related to the semantic conditions (both
t(52) = 4.61, p,0.05 FWE). These results show functional beta
desynchronization in two separate brain regions, first, in motor
and somatosensory cortices as well as the cerebellum related to
hand movements and second, in the right inferior frontal gyrus
related to semantic processing.
A 262 ANOVA of the high gamma band time-frequency
window shows a main effect of condition localized to left medial
and lateral temporal lobe (MTL), striatum, thalamus, right
cerebellum, and bilateral ventral medial prefrontal cortex
(F(1,52) = 21.68, p,0.05 FWE; see Fig. 5). T-tests show that this
effect is due to meaningful trials only (t(52) = 4.41, p,0.05 FWE).
Additional t-tests, comparing meaningful and control trials within
unimodal and bimodal responses, show stronger high gamma
oscillations in medial temporal regions for speech than for CSG
(t(52) = 4.41, p,0.05 FWE).
High gamma oscillations might be related to cognitive processes
but they could also reflect muscle movements [33]. To further
investigate the source of the observed high gamma oscillations, we

Results
Behavioral Performance
To assess the speed of speech production, latencies between the
onset of the cue word and the verbal response were calculated in
the speech and CSG conditions. Speech onsets were defined as the
first verbal response (voice-key trigger) following the stimulus
presentation. Average response times and standard deviations
were first computed for each individual and trial type and then
averaged across the group. In the meaningful trials, participants
PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Figure 2. Results of time-frequency analysis for meaningful speech, meaningful co-speech gesture, control speech, and control cospeech gesture. Statistical analysis shows (i) a main effect of response, i.e., stronger beta-desynchronization for co-speech gesture than speech
responses, and (ii) a main effect of condition, i.e., stronger gamma oscillations for meaningful than control trials. Solid lines indicate speech onset and
dashed lines average time of stimulus presentation.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111473.g002

used a spatial beamforming filter to extract the time-frequency
response in the left medial temporal lobe at MNI coordinates 229
229 211 (see Fig. 6). The figure shows stronger power increases
for the experimental than the control conditions, which is in
accordance with the experimental manipulation and confirms the
previous t-tests. In addition, the figure shows no difference
between the two control conditions but suggests a different pattern
for the experimental conditions, where speech production is
accompanied by stronger gamma oscillations in comparison to
CSG production. If the source of the observed high gamma
oscillations was muscle movement, there should be no difference
between the two experimental conditions because both involve

comparable amounts of overt speech production (as seen in the
control conditions). This comparison suggests that the observed
gamma oscillations are not due to muscle movement. Taken
together these results show high gamma oscillations related to
memory processes in subcortical and medial structures of frontal
and temporal lobes during speech and CSG production.

Discussion
The aim of this study was to investigate the neural processes
preceding the overt production of speech and co-speech gestures
(CSG) and particularly to examine the frequency spectrum for

Figure 3. Topographical maps of the time-frequency responses for meaningful and control trials. Dashed lines show the average onset
time of speech responses for the beta time-frequency window (15–25 Hz, 200 to 600 ms post speech onset) (A) and the high gamma time-frequency
window (50–90 Hz, –100 to 100 ms post speech onset) (B).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111473.g003
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Figure 4. Results of beamformer analysis for beta band time frequency window (15–25 Hz, 200 to 600 ms post speech onset). The
ANOVA of the source images shows (i) a main effect of condition localized to bilateral cerebellum, right fusiform and lingual gyri, and posterior
cingulate cortex related to meaningful trials (A); and (ii) a main effect of response localized to bilateral motor and somatosensory areas and related to
the additional motor control required for hand movement during the co-speech gesture responses (B).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111473.g004

ing. We suggest that this finding is indicative of motor control and
procedural memory processes in the cerebellum [36]. In addition,
our results also show that beta desynchronization in the right
inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) related only to meaningful experimental but not the control trials. Left IFG has been reported to be
involved in speech production, specifically during motor planning
and response sequencing [20], and responses in experimental
trials, where participants produced whole words, are more
complex than in control trials, where participants produced a
single syllable. We therefore suggest that beta ERD in right IFG
reflects the increased demands for motor planning in experimental
trials.

neural activity relating to differences and commonalities in
memory retrieval for speech and CSGs. The results are twofold
and show first, beta desynchronization in the motor and
somatosensory areas in trials that involve hand movements, and
in the inferior frontal gyrus only in trials that involve semantic
association. The results further show high gamma oscillations in
lateral and medial temporal lobes (MTL), as well as in subcortical
and medial frontal regions. The first finding reflects motor
planning and suggests an engagement of the right inferior frontal
gyrus in semantic association of a response with its stimulus. The
second finding provides evidence for a contextual binding in
associative memory that is common to speech and CSG. Our data
do not provide evidence for significant differences between speech
and CSG, and hence suggest that speech and CSG might have a
common base in memory.

High-Gamma Oscillations
Our results show high gamma oscillations in MTL for
meaningful trials, which we propose to be related to associative
memory processes because only in these trials do participants
search for a meaningful response that is semantically related to a
common noun. Other trials, in which participants produce the
same response that has no established meaning to the same nonsemantic stimulus, show significantly less high gamma oscillations
in MTL. Therefore, only meaningful trials, which show high
gamma oscillations in MTL, require the retrieval and binding of
new content from memory. Studies using functional magnetic
resonance imaging or lesion studies show that MTL is involved in
long-term memory retrieval [37], [38], encoding of relations in
working memory [39–41], and resolution of interference related to
short-term memory [42–44]. Evidence from several studies further

Beta-Band Desynchronization
We present evidence for neural activity related to planning and
execution of overt hand movements by showing beta desynchronization in motor and somatosensory regions that is significantly
stronger for responses involving CSG than speech. Beta desynchronization in motor and somatosensory cortex has previously
been shown to be related to hand and arm movements [26], [34],
[35]. However, while beta desynchronization in motor and
somatosensory cortex can be attributed to hand movements, beta
desynchronization in the cerebellum was only found for control
trials, i.e., for simple repetitive speech and CSG responses but not
their meaningful counterparts, which involved semantic processPLOS ONE | www.plosone.org
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Figure 6. Smoothed power envelopes of high gamma responses extracted from left medial temporal lobe using beamforming. The different curves show a similar pattern for speech and CSG in
control trials but a different pattern for speech and CSG in meaningful
trials.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111473.g006

retrieval of semantic associations from memory during overt
production of both speech and CSG.
Furthermore, the timing of memory-related high gamma
oscillations in MTL has important implications for models of
speech and CSG production. Our results show that gamma
oscillations in MTL precede speech onset by up to 450 ms and
continue until after speech onset. This timing coincides with a
meta-analysis of imaging studies, which found that semantic and
lexical processes precede the speech onset in a time window
ranging from around 2400 to 2250 ms [55]. Our results suggest
that during this time, high gamma oscillations in MTL perform
the function of binding information from different cortical sources
together so that memory content (i.e., lexico-semantic items) is
available for further processing [15], [49]. The finding that speech
and CSGs engage common neural mechanisms related to memory
retrieval suggests a potential time window of interaction between
different memory systems related to language and action and
provides evidence for a common origin of speech and CSG in
memory [2–4]. In this context, it is interesting to note that our
results tentatively show differences in the strength and extent of
high gamma oscillations in MTL between speech and CSG, which
would be relevant for potential explanations of the behaviorally
observed enhancement effect of CSGs on working memory [56],
[57]. We realize that due to the somewhat artificial nature of
neuroimaging experiments, our results cannot be readily extended
without further evidence from naturally occurring CSGs or other
types of CSGs beyond iconic CSGs. However, our findings
provide important first insight into the neural processes underlying
CSG production, showing that semantic association and motor
planning are at the core of CSG production, which might be
further modulated by other processes related to attention,
language, and social cognition.

Figure 5. Results of beamformer analysis for gamma band time
frequency window (50–90 Hz, 2100 to 100 ms relative to
speech onset). The ANOVA of the source images shows a main effect
of condition localized to left medial temporal lobe, striatum, thalamus,
and ventromedial prefrontal cortex related to meaningful trials.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0111473.g005

suggests that gamma oscillations in MTL are directly related to
memory processes, such as memory encoding and maintenance
[45], [46], semantic processing [9], picture naming [24], and verb
generation [23]. Converging evidence suggests that the function of
gamma oscillations in MTL consists of providing contextual
associations by binding together information from different
cortical sources, such that previously experienced content can be
remembered [15], [47–49]. Our results also show additional
regions, which reflect high gamma oscillations during speech and
CSG production, specifically ventromedial prefrontal gyrus, left
thalamus, and posterior lateral middle temporal gyrus. These
brain areas have been identified as critical nodes underlying
semantic and episodic memory processes [50–54]. Because our
results show high gamma oscillations only for meaningful trials,
i.e., those trials that engage semantic association and memory
retrieval, we suggest that high gamma oscillations in MTL relate to

PLOS ONE | www.plosone.org

Limitations
CSG production is extremely difficult to simulate under
experimental conditions, especially in neuroimaging experiments.
The responses in our paradigm therefore differ from naturally
produced CSGs in important ways. In our task, participants are
asked to produce a single gesture in relation to each stimulus noun.
In contrast, during naturally occurring discourse, CSGs are
produced spontaneously, in relation to a whole spoken clause, and
with reference to the discourse context (McNeill, 1992). In
6
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addition, there are different types of naturally produced CSGs,
which differ in important aspects of timing, semantics, and relation
between speech and gesture, whereas in our task, participants
produced only one type of CSGs, so called iconic CSGs, which
visually imitate the actions they refer to [1]. Together, these
differences limit the ecological validity of the CSGs we study in our
experiment. However, we believe that the CSGs produced in our
task share important features with naturally occurring CSGs, such
as semantic retrieval based on a linguistic context, control of the
appropriateness of the response and of semantic overlap between
speech and gesture, as well as motor planning, execution, and
monitoring. We further believe that CSGs produced in our task
mainly differ with respect to discourse sensitivity from naturally
occurring CSGs. As such, we are certain that our paradigm elicits
important aspects of the production process of iconic CSGs.

Conclusions
In sum, our results show that high gamma oscillations in medial
temporal lobe are engaged by both speech and CSG. These
findings suggest that the production of speech and CSGs both
engage binding of contextual information during memory retrieval
and semantic association. Our results highlight the role of high
gamma oscillations in MTL in the production of speech and CSG
as well as the interaction between memory, language, and action.
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